
Sequencing of Big Ideas: Year 9 English Curriculum 

Relationships – Having studied British novels from different eras in Y7 and Y8, students now expand their repertoire by exploring a novel from another culture (Purple Hibiscus or

Of Mice and Men); builds on the historical & social contexts studied in previous years and provides a foundation for future study in Y9 and beyond of more challenging themes

such as poverty, authoritarianism, disenfranchisement, persecution, politics and religion; includes a sub-unit on language and gender to enhance analytical skills and understanding

when studying Shakespeare, modern plays and Victorian literature later in Y9 and at GCSE; introduces more evaluative reading skills and aspirational writing skills required for

GCSE study. (B, WM, TO)

Power & Conflict – These poems and non-fiction texts deepen knowledge and develop understanding of themes such as power, authority, society and war from previous units and

also link in the calendar to Remembrance day; develops understanding of Romantic ideas of nature and the self studied in Y8; the cultural diversity of these texts builds on the

previous Y9 unit, continues to develop cultural capital, and makes links to the wider world; introduces new evaluative skills and practises ones from unit 1. (SY; EV; B; WM)

Morality – Study of a more challenging Shakespeare play builds on knowledge and understanding of previous Y9 themes, specifically gender roles, persecution, disenfranchise-

ment, political authority, and use & abuse of power; makes links to play conventions from Y7 & Y8 units and further prepares students for the demands of Shakespeare study at 

GCSE; previous Y9 language & gender unit deepens analysis and inferences on gender aspects of the play; evaluative skills continue to be practised and a developed 

appreciation of ethics & morality enables an extended piece of writing on this subject that links to the wider world. (EV; B; F; JO; V; DM)

Identity/Appearance & Reality – Study of a modern play enables students to compare and contrast its conventions with the Shakespeare play covered in the previous unit and in

Y8, highlighting both the effects of stagecraft and contextual differences between eras; challenging themes in these plays, such as sexual jealousy, disenfranchisement, loyalty

within communities, class divisions, self-expression, power dynamics, gender politics and the value of education link to previous Y9 units and help to prepare for study of these

challenging themes in GCSE texts; exposes students to some of the complexities evident in these big ideas, to deepen their overall understanding of both literature and wider

society; continues to practise evaluative skills to help students articulate their views on these ideas. (EV; B)

Society – This last unit in Y9 on Victorian literature is the final preparation for students as they transition to GCSE, where the first text they will study is the 19th century novel;

builds on reading & writing skills and contextual and thematic knowledge covered previously (prior to and including Y9), in order to ensure that students are fully prepared for the

demands of GCSE study. (SY, EV, V)

By the end of Y9 we expect students to have extensive knowledge, appreciation and understanding of all big ideas and how these relate to texts 

and the wider world.  They will have embedded a wide range of the reading and writing skills required to maximise their future potential.


